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To the Commissioners:
Our Hunter landscapes have been irrevocably altered by too many open cut coal mines, with the attendant
 populations, villages and their history lost for ever.
I do not want to see such a uniquely beautiful and preserved rural valley as Bylong go the same way, for a short
 term private business.
Another coal mine is not good for Bylong or the region or the planet. Saving the Bylong Valley from being lost
 to us and future generations, from the name meaning just a coal mine, is a duty our state should assume.

Kepco has already done much harm to the social, historic and cultural fabric of Bylong. A village is more than
 buildings and Kepco must not be allowed to deliver the final death blows; Bylong families could return,
 reclaim their connections, and the region recover.

I have never understood how our state could have given out a mining exploration licence over such a clearly
 special region of natural beauty and majesty ringing the historical agricultural landscape. The setting matters,
 not just the resource under the valley.

This is part of our rural history, and Tarwyn Park and Iron Tank are a continuation of that. No amount of
 tinkering at the edges of the Kepco mine plan will preserve these in actuality. Moving the operations off
 Tarwyn Park is not enough; the Project will still damage the wider landscape and water flows that are the basis
 of the natural sequence farming system established there. Tokenism is an insult to the importance of the work
 done there and the example it could be for farmers in our drying climate.

If the National Trust considers it a Landscape Conservation Area, the Dept. of Planning should respect that and
 conserve its ‘exceptional scenic value’! Bylong has also now been assessed as eligible for listing on the NSW
 State Heritage Register. Tarwyn Park is considered by professionals as eligible for listing there too.

I urge you to accept this advice from the heritage experts; surely our values go deeper than economic. The
 Bylong Valley encompasses all those shared values, which is why I chose it as the iconic ‘Riich land’ cover
 photograph of my book, ‘Rich Land, Wasteland’. Please do not let Bylong become the Wasteland.

Yours sincerely
Sharyn Munro

Wingham NSW 2429




